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Abstract: The majority of long‑span bridges and offshore construction in deep water are supported
by bored pile foundations. Pile foundations underwater will be susceptible to scour, whichwill pose
a significant danger to their safe operation. A three‑dimensional finite element (FE) numerical analy‑
sis was conducted to examine the influence of scour on the responses of laterally loaded drilled piles
in marine clays. First, the FE numerical model was calibrated using field test data of a drilled pile
that did not include scour in soft marine clay. The findings of numerical modeling reveal that scour
decreases the ultimate lateral capacity of socketed drilled piles, with the percentage of reduction be‑
ing strongly related to scour types and depth, but moderately related to scour hole width and slope
angle. Finally, a semi‑empirical formula for calculating the effects of scour on the lateral capacity of
socketed drilled piles following scour is presented. This method may be utilized fast and effectively
to calculate scour’s effects.

Keywords: single bored pile; drilled shaft piles scour effect; finite element (FE) analysis;
semi‑empirical formula

1. Introduction
Recent years have seen the widespread usage of drilled shaft pile foundations in long‑

span bridges and deepwater offshore structures susceptible to lateral stresses such aswind,
waves, and water flow. Consequently, pile foundations located in water are susceptible
to scour, which will increase the soil‑free support length of piles and influence the pile
lateral deflections, resulting in a reduction in the soil’s effective stress and, consequently,
the collapse of the bridge [1,2]. According to Lagasse et al. [3], scour is responsible for 60%
of bridge failures in the United States, resulting in human and financial losses. Therefore,
it is necessary to investigate the effect of scour on the behavior of laterally loaded piles.

Global scour and local scour are the two primary forms of scour that affect bridge
foundations. Global scour refers to the global lowering of the riverbed and is independent
of the bridge’s existence [4]. Meanwhile, the flow directly disrupted by the pile construc‑
tion causes the creation of a scour hole around the foundation, that is, local scour. The
scour mechanism of piles has been extensively studied, e.g., [5–7], which could give us a
deep understanding of the scour phenomenon. Melville and Raudkivi [8] were the pio‑
neers to measure the turbulent flow field within the scour hole close to a bridge pier using
a hot‑film anemometer. They discovered that the flow became more complicated as the
scour developed. In addition to these discoveries, their study piqued academics’ inter‑
est in the subsequent decades regarding the flow field configuration around a bridge pier
during scour. According to Xiao et al. [9], the eventual scour depth is determined by the
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geometry of the foundation, the incoming flow, the sand, and the fluid properties. In ad‑
dition to scour depth, the time scale of scour [10], and the shape of scour holes [11] were
also investigated. Furthermore, according toWang, Yu, and Liang’s comprehensive analy‑
sis [12] of scour in the context of bridges, bridge scour comprises not only hydraulic factors
but also geotechnical and structural features, which are impacted by others. For the cur‑
rent application, both of the above‑mentioned scour types will alter the support conditions
and provide a substantial challenge, particularly due to their huge influence on the lateral
capacity of pile foundations.

Numerous scholars have also conducted a number of studies on the laterally loaded
monopile. Several empirical and computational approaches for assessing the load‑defor‑
mation behavior of piles subjected to lateral loads have been presented, which provides
a basis for the study of the horizontal response of piles under scour conditions. (Matlock;
Lee and Gilbert; Duncan et al.; White et al. [13–16]). Matlock and Reese [17] were the pio‑
neers in developing design curves for predicting pile deflections in an elastic medium, and
Reese [18] demonstrated that in cohesive soil, scour may significantly reduce the lateral
load capacity of a pile. Recently, Fatahi et al. [19] and Kim et al. [20] reported a 3D finite
element analysis to simulate a lateral load test utilizing PLAXIS with a Mohr–Coulomb
plastic model for the soil. Their results indicate that numerical modeling techniques based
on the FE offer versatile tools that can describe soil continuity, soil nonlinearity, soil–pile
interface behavior, and 3D boundary conditions. Lin et al. [21] introduced modified p‑y
curves for the study of laterally loaded piles in soft clay in order to examine the influence
of scour on the lateral response of a pile. By comparing the results to a 3D finite difference
model (created using FLAC3D), it was determined that disregarding the dimensions of
scour hole could result in 10–19% greater lateral displacement at the pile head and 6–8%
greater bending moments compared to when these dimensions are explicitly considered.
Using numerical modeling, Mostafa [22] studied the effect of scour types (local and global)
on the lateral response of piles in cohesive and cohesionless soils. The study revealed that
piles built in sand were more susceptible to erosion than those in clay. In sand, scour
depths ranging from 1D to 3D increased lateral pile head displacement by 37 to 155% com‑
pared to the absence of scour. In addition, global scour induced considerable increases in
bending moments, resulting in a greater impact of scour on piles subjected to enormous
lateral loads due to nonlinear pile‑soil interaction effects. Li et al. [4] discovered that the
lateral reaction of a pile differs depending on the kind of scour, with global scour produc‑
ing more significant moments than local scour. Their research showed that the size of the
local scour hole has a significant effect on the lateral response of the pile. However, few
studies have been conducted to investigate the effects of local scour hole dimensions and
global scour depth on the behavior of the bored pile under scour, and the existing stud‑
ies do not provide a straightforward and rapid method for estimating the loss of lateral
capacity of the bored pile due to scour. In addition, it is difficult to determine the lateral
capacity of socketed drilled piles using laboratory tests. Conducting systematic numerical
tests to evaluate the scour impact on the lateral behavior of drilled piles is, therefore, of
major importance.

The objectives of this numerical studywere: (1) to validate the numerical model using
field data of a laterally loaded pile; (2) to investigate the effects of scour types and the
morphological characters of a scour hole on the behavior of a bored pile under scour and
(3) to present a semi‑empirical formula for predicting the lateral capacity of a bored pile
after scour expressed by dimensionless parameters; its applicability was validated.

2. Materials and Methods
Under scour circumstances, the lateral reaction of a chosen bored pile (drilled shaft)

has been simulated using a FE model. The 3D FE model predictions were evaluated using
the lateral load test results of drilled pile LTP‑4 at the Incheon Bridge site to validate the FE
model. In this research, a field and numerical study on the behavior of laterally laden piles
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at the Incheon Bridge [20] was selected. The pile was subjected to a field loading test under
the condition of a free pile head, and the characteristics of the pile are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Pile properties for bored pile LTP‑4 (Reprinted from [20] with permission from Elsevier).

Bored Pile Properties Value

Diameter(D) (m) 2.4
Pile depth(L) (m) 44.3

Unit weight (γ) (kN/m3) 25
Young’s modulus (Ep) (GPa) 26
Moment of inertia (Ip) (m4) 1.629

The test drilled pile LTP‑4 measured 2.4 m in diameter, 44.3 m in embedment length,
and 14.3m in rock embedment. The pilewas subjected to lateral stresses at a height of 0.5 m
above the ground surface (e = 0.5 m). Kim and Joeng [20] provide further information on
pile installation.

Using PLAXIS 3D V21.01, the LTP‑4 pile system was simulated (2021). According to
the finite element model, the drilled pile had a diameter of 2.4 m (as per the measurements
in the field testing). The distance between the outside border of the pile and the square’s
edges was 15 times the diameter of the pile. In the meantime, the model’s vertical size was
increased to 1.5 times the length of the pile (Figure 1b). These dimensions were deemed
enough to remove the boundary effect’s impact on pile performance [23]. The original
model comprises 68,732 nodes and 43,059 elements, while the scour finite element model
has a similar number of nodes and elements. Figure 1 depicts the 3D mesh utilized in the
finite element model (a). The water table is at the surface of the land, and Figure 1 depicts
the subsurface contour (b). The modeling was conducted in non‑drained circumstances.
As seen in Figure 1a, the perimeter of the mesh is fixed against displacements. Meanwhile,
the surface of the ground is mobile in all directions. In this numerical simulation, the pile
and soil are represented using finite elements, allowing for a thorough study of the soil–
structure interaction.
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For models requiring investigation of soil–pile interaction, interface components at
the soil‑structure interface are required. The interface components indicate a virtual thick‑
ness and have strength qualities related to the surrounding soil layer’s strength values. A
pair of nodes defines the interface element, which has the benefit of permitting sliding
and separation when differential displacements occur. Mohr–Coulomb criteria are used
to determine the shear strength of the interface, while the tensile strength is set to zero
to allow for a gap between the pile and the supporting soil in the pile foundation. The
principal interface parameter is the strength reduction factor (Rinter), which accounts for
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the drop in strength and stiffness of the interface element in the appropriate soil layer.
Using integration points and Gaussian integration, the stiffness matrix for 3D wedge inter‑
face parts was generated. Rinter serves to model the soil‑structure interface by decreasing
the cohesiveness (c), friction angle (ϕ), and shear modulus (G) at the interface using the
following relationships:

cinter = Rinter × csoil (1)

tan[ϕinter] = Rinter × tan[ϕsoil] ≤ tan[ϕsoil] (2)

Ginter = R2
inter × Gsoil (3)

ψinter = 0 if Rinter < 1 otherwise ψinter = ψsoil (4)

where: Rinter is the interface reduction coefficient (Rinter < 1), cinter is the cohesion of the
interface, csoil is the cohesion of the surrounding soil, ϕinter is the friction angle of the in‑
terface, ϕsoil is the friction angle of the surrounding soil, Ginter is the shear modulus of the
interface, Gsoil is the shear modulus of the surrounding soil, ψinter is the dilatation angle of
the interface, and ψsoil is the dilatation angle of the surrounding soil.

This study’s modeling requires the design of many calculation stages to enable the
computing of initial stresses in the model and the calculation of the model’s response to
diverse lateral loads. Due to the complexity of modeling pile installation, and the scour
process and the installation process being in different stages of use, the pile is assumed
to be in a stress‑free state at the beginning of the research, and the impact of pile installa‑
tion is neglected [23]. The K0 approach was chosen as the PLAXIS calculation method for
computing the initial stresses existing in the modeled soil‑pile system. K0 values can be
calculated using the following formula:

K0 = K0(NC)OCR
0.5 − vur

1 − vur
(OCR− 1) +

K0(NC)POP− vur
1−vur

POP∣∣σyy∣∣ (5)

where: K0(NC) is the coefficient of lateral earth pressure at rest for the normally consoli‑
dated stress range, vur is the Poisson’s ratio, σyy is the effective vertical stress, OCR is the
over‑consolidation ratio, and POP is the past‑overburden pressure.

The parameter investigation of the Rinter and K0 values of the Incheon Bridge pile
foundation can be found in Fatahi et al. [19], which determined that K0 will have a negligi‑
ble impact on the projected values. Based on several field tests and numerical simulations
concentrating on the lateral response of the pile at the Incheon bridge, e.g., [19,20,23,24],
the material properties used in the modeling are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Material properties adopted in the numerical model (Reprinted from [20] with permission
from Elsevier).

Material Depth (m) γsat
(kN/m3) ν

Es
(MPa)

Cu
(kPa) ϕ (◦) Model Rinter K0

Upper clay 0–13.5 17.5 0.2 10 20 0 M.C. 0.5 1
Lower clay 13.5–18.5 17.5 0.2 15 50 0 M.C. 0.5 1
Silty clay 18.5–23.5 17.8 0.5 27 60 0 M.C. 0.65 1

Residual soil 23.5–33.0 17.8 0.5 35 0 34 M.C. 0.7 /
Weathered rock 33.0–39.5 20.2 0.25 110 / / Elastic / /

Soft rock 39.5–76.5 20.5 0.25 200 / / Elastic / /
γsat is the saturated unit weight; ν is the Poisson’s ratio; Es is the Young’s modulus; Cu is the undrained shear
strength; ϕ is the friction angle. M.C. is Mohr–Coulomb model.

2.1. Validation with Field Lateral Load Tests
Based on the above‑described characteristics of the constitutivemodel, the response of

the lateral load pile without scouring is verified according to the distribution of lateral de‑
flection and bendingmoment. As shown in Figure 2, themeasured bendingmoment value
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is greater than the calculated value in the lower clay layer, which can also be obtained in
the study of Kim and Joeng [20], which may be related to the gap between the simplifi‑
cation of the soil layers and the piling process. However, the general trend of measured
displacements and bending moments is closely predicted by FE analysis.
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2.2. Mechanics of Scour
As shown in Figure 3, the downward pressure gradient causes the downflow as the

flow velocity falls from the water’s surface to its bottom. The interplay between the down‑
flow and incoming flow will create a horseshoe vortex system in front and to the side of
the pier [25]. Moreover, the wake vortex system is formed downstream of the pier as a
result of the separation of water flow on both sides. Under the influence of these flow field
structures, local scour is formed around the pier [26].
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Here are the basic steps formodeling the scour and lateral load tests: (1) initial stresses
were generated through gravity loading, and the pile was created by altering material
types; (2) some elements were removed based on the types of the scour, and then the equi‑
librium of the mode was reconstructed and (3) a lateral load was applied.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Lateral Load Capacity

According to the applicable Chinese code (Technical code for building pile founda‑
tions (JGJ94‑2008)), the lateral load equivalent to a pile displacement of 10 mm at ground
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level was taken as the lateral load capacity of the pile. According to Broms [28], the ulti‑
mate lateral load of the pile must equal 20% of the pile’s diameter in order to achieve the
pile’s ultimate capacity with a safety factor of 2.0. In fact, the permissible displacement
of piles varies by application type [29]. To explore the effect of scour on the behavior of
laterally loaded piles in soft clay, the maximum lateral deflection was limited to 5% of the
pile diameter (120 mm) in this study, which might be regarded as high enough to generate
safety issues in practice [30]. In this study, the primary influencing parameters, including
scour types, width, depth, and slope of the scour hole, were investigated.

3.2. Effect of Global Scour
Figure 4 depicts global scour and local scour. Global and local scour produce different

changes in effective stress [4], hence influencing the lateral reactivity of the pile. In practice,
the scour depth can range from 0.5 to 15 m [2]. In this study, the global scour was modeled
by removing a soil layer with a thickness ranging from 0 to 3 times the diameter of the pile,
and the numerical simulation was conducted with a set of circumstances equal to 0.5 times
the diameter of the pile.
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Figure 5 illustrates the connection between pile head displacement and lateral pile
load at various global scour depths. Under lighter lateral stresses, the pile‑soil behavior
is linear, hence the difference is insignificant. Due to the nonlinear nature of the pile‑soil
system, the disparity becomes significant for greater lateral loads. For instance, when the
permitted lateral deflection (δ) is set to 5% of the pile diameter, the lateral load capacity is
2640, 2262 and 1512 kN for Sg/D = 0, 1 and 3, respectively. Under a scour depth of 7.2 m,
the residual lateral load capacity of the piles is about 57% of that with no scour, based on
the permitted lateral deflection of 5% of the pile diameter. Figure 5b provides a summary
of the connection between load capacities and scour depth in Figure 5a. The ordinate is
the ratio ofHR toHR0, whereHR represents the pile capacity after scour andHR0 is the pile
capacity prior to scour. This ratio may be utilized to examine the effects of scour on the
pile’s capacity [31]. The test results are shown by squares in Figure 5b. The pile capacity
at Sg = 0.5D, 1D and 2D reduces by 4.98 %, 14.32 %, and 29.31 %, respectively.

This ratio may be used to analyze the scour effects on the final capacity of the pile;
the lower the ratio, the stronger the scour effects. The solid red line in Figure 5b dis‑
plays the linear fitting result within the range of 0~3D global scour depth, and its equa‑
tion is (6). The coefficient of determination R² for the linear fit is 99.98%, which indicates a
strong relationship.

HR
HR0

= 1 − 0.1446
(

Sg
D

)
, 1.0 ≤

Sg
D

≤ 3.0 (6)
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3.3. Effect of Local Scour
Figure 4b provides the symbols and definitions for a scour hole, which are mentioned

below: (1) scour hole width, Sw; (2) scour hole depth, Sl and (3) scour hole slope angle, α.
These parameters and symbols will be used in the discussion that follows.

3.3.1. Effect of Slope Angle α
Figure 6a shows the lateral load versus lateral deflection curves of pile heads at var‑

ious scour slope angles. When the load was less than 1000 kN, the influence of the scour
hole slope angle on the lateral response of the pile was insignificant, and the connection
between the pile lateral load capacity and the scour hole slope angle is shown in Figure 6b.
According to Richardson et al. [32], the angle of the scour slope is about equal to the an‑
gle of repose for the bed material, which is typically between 30 and 45 degrees. Figure 6
demonstrates that the global lateral response of the pile in this range exhibited a slight ris‑
ing trend. In addition, as the slope angle rises, the earth around the pile offers additional
support, resulting in an increase in the pile’s lateral capacity, particularly when the slope
angle is larger than 60 degrees.
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3.3.2. Effect of Slope Width Sw
Figure 7 depicts the relationship between pile head lateral load and scour width. The

influence of scour width on pile lateral reaction is negligible, particularly when the slope
width exceeds 0.4m. However, when the scourwidth falls between 0 and 0.4m, the impact
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is significant. As stated before, this correlates to the major impact of scour on pile lateral
capacity when the slope angle exceeds 60 degrees.
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3.3.3. Effect of Local Scour Depth Sl
The effect of different scour depths on the lateral capacity of pile foundations was

investigated under the condition that the scour angle is 45◦. Figure 8 depicts the load‑
displacement curves of different local scour depths. Both of the six scoured curves are
placed below the non‑scoured curve. The capacity of the pile is diminished after local
scour. Figure 8 depicts the link between capacity and local scour depth. In Figure 8b,
similar to Figure 5b, the findings indicate that the capacities fall by 11.93% and 15.90%,
respectively, when Sl/D equals 1.0 and 1.5.
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The connection between the permissible lateral displacement of 5% of the pile diam‑
eter and the local scour depth is likewise essentially linear. Equation (7) illustrates the
linear fitting result. The coefficient of determination R² for the linear regression is 99.98%,
showing a substantial relationship.

HR
HR0

= 1 − 0.1159
(

Sl
D

)
, 1.0 ≤ Sl

D
≤ 3.0 (7)

According to Equations (6) and (7), when Sg = 0.8Sl, the capacity loss estimated by both
models is nearly identical. The strength of the scour effect is determined by the connection
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between Sg and Sl. The two Equations (6) and (7) were combined as one Formula (8) for
the lateral capacity of pile foundation caused by scour.

HR
HR0

= 1 − 0.1446
(

Sg
D

)
− 0.1159

(
Sl
D

)
, 1.0 ≤

Sg
D

,
Sl
D

≤ 3.0 (8)

3.4. Effect of Scour on Bending Moment
Figure 9 shows the variation in bending moment throughout the length of the pile,

taking into account the type and depth of scour. For a lateral load of 765 kN, themaximum
bending moment along the pile length rises by between 70% and 87% for Sl/D = 2 and
Sg/D = 2, compared to the case of no scour. In addition, when the scour depth grows, the
greatest moment of bending occurs at a deeper depth. Themaximum bendingmoment for
a pile without scour occurs at a depth of 8.1 m. The maximum bending moment occurs at
a depth of 10.2 m and 10.73 m, respectively, for a pile with local and global scour equal to
twice the pile diameter. As scour increases bending moments, piles may need to be stiffer
or have more reinforcements to make sure that the bending stress does not go above the
pile yield stress.
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3.5. A SemiEmpirical Formula for Lateral Load Capacity
Equation (8) is used to determine the lateral capacity of the bored pile following scour.

According toChen andLiu [31], the effect of scour on pile ultimate capacity ismostly due to
the lowering of initial embedding depth; hence, Equation (8) can be adjusted to Equation (9)
by substitutingDwith L and multiplying the first order coefficient by the L/D ratio. In this
study, the L/D ratio is equal to 18.458.

HR
HR0

= 1 − 2.71
(

Sg
L

)
− 2.17

(
Sl
L

)
(9)

where: HR is the ultimate capacity after scour, and HR0 is the ultimate capacity without
scour; Sg and Sl are the depth of global scour and local scour, respectively; L represents
the embedding depth of the pile.

The finalmethod for calculating the lateral capacity of a drilled pile after scour is given
by Equation (9). This formula is essentially obtained from Equation (8) by a change in pa‑
rameters and that Equation (8) is actually a linear superposition of Equation (6) (effect of
global scour) and Equation (7) (effect of local scour). Equation (9) is expressed by param‑
eters in a framework without dimensions, and it is calibrated for 0D to 3D depths of local
and global scour. In the cases of greater scour depth, pile foundations are particularly vul‑
nerable. In those circumstances, reasonable scour protection should be provided, such as
using tetrahedral frames [6] and sacrificial piles [33], which may help to reduce the scour
depth. At the same time, a reasonable stream evolution analysis should be carried out to
calculate the influence of general scour on lateral response. Once the sediment around the
pile has been removed in large quantities, riprap protection measures [34] can be taken to
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increase the support around the pile based on the above equation as a brief assessment. It
is worth mentioning that the above equation does not consider the effect of upper fixation,
so the formula in this paper is conservative.

3.6. Validation Formula
In Figure 10, the squares, circles, and triangles depict the combination of several scour

kinds. As the depth of the scour rises, the impact disparity between the global scour and
the local scour becomes more pronounced.
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As shown in Figure 11, the triangles are the results calculated by Equation (1), and the
stars are the results of Li et al. [35]. In this study, they investigated the influence of scour
on the lateral behavior of steel pile LTP‑1. The condition of the soil around the steel pile
is similar to that in this paper, whereas the L/D ratio of the pile, load eccentricity, and the
selection criteria of HR are different as a result of the fact that not all studies adopt 5% of
the pile diameter as the maximum deflection of the pile. Nevertheless, the results of the
LTP‑1 are scattered around the results obtained in this paper. According to the comparison
between LTP‑4 and LTP‑1, the coefficient of the weakening formula is not sensitive to the
pile material, diameter, and length. 
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Yasser (2012) [22] discovered that scour had a greater effect on piles put in sand than
on piles installed in clay. This conclusion can also be seen from Figure 11 that scour ismore
sensitive to non‑socketed piles in the sand studied by Ni et al. [30].
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The reason that scour will weaken the lateral capacity is that the soil around the pile
was taken away, and theweakening of the lateral capacity should be strongly related to the
properties of the soil taken away. In view of the above results, it can be concluded that the
main factors affecting the scour weakening coefficient are scour types, rock‑socketed state,
and soil properties. According to Equation (9), the impact of scour on the lateral capac‑
ity of rock‑socketed piles under marine clay conditions can be quickly assessed without
complicated pile‑soil interaction analysis. In general, Equation (9) can roughly predict the
value of HR/HR0 of rock‑socketed piles under clay conditions.

4. Conclusions
For the safety of bridges and coastal constructions, the influence of scour on the reac‑

tions of laterally loaded drilled piles in marine clay is an essential topic. In this work, a
three‑dimensional FE numerical analysis was performed to evaluate this impact. From the
numerical results, the following conclusions may be drawn:

(1) Scour types have a significant impact on the pile’s lateral capacity. Under the
conditions of global scour and local scour, the lateral capacity of the pile decreases by
14.32% and 11.93%, respectively. Due to the different effects of the two scour types on the
lateral response of piles, the semi‑empirical scourweakening formulas under the two scour
conditions are formed according to the numerical simulation results. Additionally, with
increasing scour depth, both types of scour make the maximum point of bending moment
look like it is further away.

(2) The main factors affecting the scour weakening effect are soil type and pile con‑
dition (rigid or flexible, rock‑socking). The weakening effect of piles in sand is stronger,
and non‑socketed piles are more sensitive to erosion. Among the three parameters (scour
width, slope angle, and scour depth) of the local scour hole, scour depth is the main in‑
fluencing factor of pile lateral capacity. Accordingly, the semi‑empirical scour weakening
evaluation formula of rock‑socked piles is formed and verified.

This article discussed the impact of local scour hole diameters and global scour on
drilled piles. It should be noted that vertical impacts were not taken into account due to
a lack of field vertical loading data for additional verification, and the piling process was
simplified in this research, which means the results are slightly different from the reality,
but the overall trend and influencing factors are not affected. In the meantime, the effect of
vertical load and pile length on the lateral capacity of a pile has not yet been understood,
hence further research is required in this area. In addition, there are insufficient data from
field scour for additional confirmation. Although this article’s methodology does not ac‑
count for the presence of these elements, the detected behavioral tendencies should not be
changed. Further research will investigate the interaction between the two parameters of
the semi‑empirical formula and the mutual effect between the two types of scour in order
to increase the precision and application of the formula.
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